**Publication record:**

**Refereed Journals**


**Non refereed journals**


**Books**


**Book Chapters**


Refereed Conferences and Colloquiums


Non-Refereed conferences and Colloquiums

**Research grants:**
UTS Internal ECR grant: “Bad Boys: Exploring the Link Between Power and the Behaviour of Players and Management Staff at a Rugby League Football Club”; Amount $20,000; Period of 2 yrs 2005-2006.

Australian Research Council (ARC) Discovery Grant: “Developing sustainable work systems in policing”; Amount $150,000; Period of 2 yrs 2007-2009 (Application Under Review).

**Editorial contributions to scholarly journals and other publications:**
**Editorial Board Membership:**
Member of the Editorial Board as the Associate Editor Australia for the, *Human Resources Development International (HRDI) Journal*. London: Routledge.

**Reviewer for:**
The *Ephemera: Critical Discourses in Organization Journal*
The *Human Resources Development International Journal*
The *International Journal of Organization Behaviour*
The *Journal of the Australian and New Zealand Academy of Management*
The *Journal of Applied Management Studies*
The *Journal of Organization Studies*
The *Leadership and Organization Development Journal*
The *Journal of Organizational Change Management*
The *Asia Pacific Journal of Human Resources Development*
The *International Studies in Management Journal*
The *International Journal of Employee Relations*

**PhD examiner:**
University of Sydney, Jane Gyung Sook Lee, PhD Title: The Experience Of Immigrant Korean Workers In The Australian Labour Market: A Narrative Analysis, 2005

University of Technology, Sydney, Sam Toglaw, PhD Title: Review currently in progress.

**KEY OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS 2005**

- 2005 Awarded the UTS excellence in teaching award ($5000).
- 2005 PhD thesis made the vice chancellors list for excellence in research.
• 2005 Paper titled “Ethics, Power and Discourse” was awarded by Social Issues in Management (SIM) division of the American Academy of Management as the best paper from a dissertation and was a finalist for the all academy Newman Award. This is the number one conference for the field of organization studies and management in the world with more than 6000 delegates from around the world attending. Papers submitted are subject to a triple blind refereeing process.